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INTRODUCTION

7
There is growing interest in the use of anthropological * (also called qualitative,

phenomenological, or-ethnographic) techniques in educational research. The backgrounds

of many traditional educational researchers, however, contain no training in or experience

with this kind of research. Because ethnographic methodology diffe gnificantly from the

research approaches more commonly used in cation, those who are unfamiliar with it may

misunderstand its rationale, its data ollection Obcesses, and the nature of its findings._

Consequently, they might not be able to use it-where appropriate or to make judgements

about the quality of research plans or reports. The ways ethnographic approaches differ

from other approaches are essential to understand because they represent fundamentally

different claims about the nature of human behavior, and the best ways of cornin

stand it. We propose, theeefore, in this article to review erences betyeen this kind
C

f research and the tech ques more familiar to education researthersy explaining theI, .____

rationale behind its use and by discussing some of,the procisses-by

conducted.

"Ethnographic" fechniques may sound more appropriate for studies of foreign lands or

exotic tribes than lc"; ou'r own schoais. Unit -recently, in fact, most of these kinds of studies

were conducted o ide American society or within minority subcultures. As the next section

* Anthropol
that are quite fa

basic to anthro
to mean participa

ists, of course, use a variety of research techniques including those
;liar to educational researchers. In the context of these appeals, however.,
usually meant some variety of participant observation, long considered
logical research. In this paper we use the term anthropological research
t observation.

4
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explains, however, this kind of approach can provide data just as valuable for mainstream

American schools as for those in other cultures.

Them are indications that the ose of ethnographic techniques for studying American

schools is growl The National Institute of Education (NIE, 1973) is encouraging this

kind of ap oath, and many researchers involved in the evaluation of educational programs

and k(the processes of innovation are finding these approaches useful,(CNS, 1972; CNS,

974 c; Smjth, 1974; and Nelson, Lundin, . Gianotta, 1974), Several general studies of

schools have been completed or are in progress: Cuisick (1974) on student life in a high

Sc CNS (1974 b) on student-teacher relations in altematTve schools; Jackson (1968) on

life elementary classrooms; lanni et al (1973) on conparisons among various kinds of high

schoo ; SMith & Geoffrey (1969) on life in an inner city classroom; Smith & Keith (1971) on

the w)ents surrounding the establishment of an innovative elementary school; Wolcott (1973)

on e day to day realities of an administrator; and Wilson (1972) on the culture of an alter-
.-

native high school without walls.

Our purpose here is not to report on the substantive findings of thesAinds of studies.

For that the reader is urged to consult other sources (for examplb, Sindell, 1960; lanni &

Storey, 1973; Spindler, 1963; Wax, Gearing, & Diamond, 1973; and the Council on Anthro-

('
pology and Education [CAE) Quarterly). Our purpose is to present as clearly as possible,

in terms understandable to non-anthropologists, a review of the methodology as it relates to

educational march.

5
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I. RATIONALE-

, Ethnographic techniques are part of a research tradition that has been developed over

many years by anthropologists and community-study sociologists. These researchers have

found these methods useful for gathering certain important -kinds of data, and some have

"Th even claimed that these anthropological techniques may gather information that is impossible

to obtain by other methods, Social scientists within all traditions, however, tan
(

benefit
11>

ti

from dnderstanding the rationale underlying this methodology. It is based on two sett of

hypotheses about human behavior 1) the naturalistic-ecological hypothesis and 2) the

qualitative-phromenological hypothesis. These two fundamental hypotheses accepted to-

,

gether provide a strong rationale for participant observati We proceed by

reviewing several independent strands of research and theory that,have given rise to each
/

of these hypotheses.

Naturalistic-Ecological Perspective

--et

Many 'social scientists believe that human behavior is significantly influenced by the

settings in which it occurs. They, therefore, believe that is is essential to study psychological

events in natural settings; and they claim that settings generate regularities in behavior that

often transcend differences among individuals. 9Ger the years, extensive research has been

conducted which demonstrates the importance of the influence af the setting and the often

divergent findings which result when the same phenomenon is studied in the laboratory and

and'in the field. (For a fuller discussion of this research and rationale see Barker, 1968 and

'Willems and Rausl, 1969.) Ecologiqalpsychologists claim that if one hopes to generalize

research findings to the everyday world where most human eyet*,(4ccur, then the rese rah .

e

11,

1



must be conducted in settings similar td those the researchers hope to generalize about,

where those same forces that will one day act are not interrupted. The etliologists (for

example Hess, 1962) have noted similar problems with much research on animals. The typical

laboratory or zoo d?storts animal's behavior into patterns that have little to do with how they
41.

behave in natural settings.

How does the setting influence people in it? Barker writes of forces gener4ed both.by

the physical arrangements of the:settin,4s and by intimalized notions in people's minds about

what is expected and allowed. Significantly, a second tradition of social science has arrived

independent} the same point of emphasizing the importance of the internalized notions

generated in settings. Sociologists studyirig organizations assert the importance of the trod',

tions, roles, values, and norms that are part of life in orgdnizations. Much behavior in

orgrizations is inNinced by the participants' awareness of these mental states and by

pressures generated by others influenced by these states (see March, 1965). Though organi-

zational t eorists might not necessarily claim that reseaith must be conducted in the field,

they do ognize many o 1T e forces that the ecological psychologists see as important.
2

sch s are orga zations and hence exert many powerful forces on participant behavior.

For example, for a discussidn of teacher roles and traditions, see Lortie, 1973; for a dis- -o

cussionof norms,- s Dreeban, 1968; for a discussion of other pressures in these settings, see

Jackson, 1968 and lSarason, 1971. Realizing that these pressures exist, the ecological

psychologist would warn that one wants ultimately to generalize research findings

t conduct his research within school settings where a es are int ct

The inability of classical learning theories to soy very much that is megningful about ev

day classroom leam ng can'be explained in part by the absence of these school/orga tional,

forces in the Bch laboratories where the theories wernrileveloped.

7
4
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The same kind of realization about the importance of context for research has arrived

at in a third independent tradition of research. Social psychologists realized that their'
. ,

experiements were often picking up influences other than what they were focusing on. They

then discOvered that the experimental situation for example, the questionnaire, the inter-

view, the laboratory -'was a unique setting of its ow with its own dynamics and influe

on behavior. Rosenthal and Rosnow in Artifact in Behavioral kesearchA1969) review the

findings of extensive research undertaken to determine the nature of +hese influences. For

instance, the role of being a research subject in social scienc research often includes the
-

following influences on behaviSf: a suspi,ciousness of the 'ntent of the research, a sense of

the behavior that is either appropriate or expected, a pecial-interpers al relationshipawith

the experimentor,.and a desire to be evaluated positively. Al ese forces can sha be-

havior in a way that is extraneous to the focus of the re rch. A pe on filling

questionnai responding to an interview, orIeh ng in an experim

he is trying to be genuine may not be abyto provide acate info

usual behavior in real,

especially frustrating

and interviews have

(Deutscher, 190

'Several reactions are
---

researchers who wrote the dif

though

on about his

complex settings. One area in which this sho ming has been

ttjt6de research. Consistently, people's responses on quest sires

provided*equate info ation abo t heir observed a ions.

ssib e to these realization; about artifact research. The

rent chapters in the ' Rosenthal and RosnoW volume have

attempted to find w ys to morn or and control these influences in their research. Cook &

Selltii (1964)in thei ndicator approach provide another way to attempt to monitor

extraneous forces, T most common method used to overcome these difficulties of artifact

is studying the otnenon natural call

8

y knd unobtrusively (see Webb et al., 1966).



7

Under the conditions of naturalistic observation the behavior-studied is subjectiothe influences

of the natural setting rather an the specialized infliiences of research settings.

Many researchers will ave no trouble ac pting the preceding rational,e. Observa
1,* ,

is-deeply ing rained in the rican educat resealrch/tradition., and the only demand that
/ 4

the ecological hypothesis makes is that behavior be studied in the field. The rest oistatIdard

technique(il left intact for eXample, deriving explicit a priori hypotheses, defining opera

tionat categories of observation, developing objective methods of data gathering, and con-.

ducting appropriate sta tical analy ion discusses a part of the iptionale ' ,
. ----

1?ehind anthropological tee' ues that challenge these processes.

Qualitative-Phenome logical 1-I pothesis

Much of American social science'strive toward'ille natural science model ofibrectivitr.

Pheno

neglect

7
nology, a tradition of social, science hich has thrived in Europe but been largely-,

educational res rch in Ole United tates, offers an alternative view of objec-

human havior. Those who work within this
,

t'vity and methods appropriate for s

tra
.,.-- .. -

n assert that the social scientist cannollrunderstarld human behilvi4 without, under-
`-,

r standing the' framework within w- hi'cli the subjects interpret their thoughts, feelings and actions.

.They point out that the natural science approactoto-objectiviti requires the researc

impose a priori limitation' on the'data, an act which makes it difficult to dbcover

-1

tives of the subjects, (See Kocldemass, 1967; Bantock, 1965; and Broadbeck

The rami

-co

he perspec-

68.)

ations of this position are far-nanging: The traditt nal stance of objective

outsider so fa red by social scientists and the ttual research procedures are deemed inadequate

for gathering information which taxes these participant perspectiv s into account. Moreover,
,

the customary deductiye activities of framing hypot eses and defining categories a priori and
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$ .,'''''1
of,a4alyzing within preseecified frameworks are seen as inappr hate. Because these notions

,--
It ./

,

may be difficult to understand, we will explain them in more I.

2,'
,

Typically, researchers, try to find strategies which minimize the role, of subjectivity.
i. lir .

They f'-fy to standardize the inter:pretations which they (or anyone else)' attribute to data pet-

as

ceived by their senses for instance, bytleriving a scheme for coding behaviors observed
, , ..

ina classroom. Theoretically, a coding scheme and a framework for interpreting observed
...

behavior's con'be developed and communicated such that anyone with exposure to the scheme

.

and some training will interpret the behaviors in approximately the same way. This method

is seen as guaranteeing objectivity.,

The phenomenologist points out that the adoption of this particular framework for inter-

preting and coding behavior is arbitrary. Any number of meaning systems could be selected.

fa.ct., the most important framew s to understand might be those of-the subjects, rather

than the researc e objective social scientist in standardizing the intewretation may

have destroyed some of the most valuable data he had. Severyn Bruyn has expressed this view:

The traditional empiricist considers himself (as a scientist)
to be the primary source of knowledge, and trusts his own
own senses and logic more than he would trdsithat of his
subjects. The partici nt observer, on the other hand, con-
side the interpretat ons of.his subjects toi,ave first im-

,portanc o.. By t ing the role of his subjects he re-creates,
in his own i agin non and experience the thoughts and :

feelings which are in theArands'of those he studies. (1966, p. 12)

To know merely the fact that feelings, thoughts, or actions exist is not enough without

also knowing the framework within which these'behaviors fit."' The social scientist must come

to understand how all those who are involved interpret behavior in addition to the way he as.

scientist interprets it from his "objective outside." perspective. ,Moreover, since the subjects

cannot-orways'artieuidre their. perspectives, the researcher, must find ways to Cultivate aware-

10



nest of the slatent meanings without becoming oVersocialized and unaware cis most partipants
,

may be. 4le must develop dynamic tension between his subjective' role of participant and

his Tole of observer Ast(thatfte is neither one entirely.

\4 4IThe necessity of abandoning traditional deductive proc es such as a pridri hypothesis
.

'generation follows as a consequence to this general appiaac to understanding human behavior.

BeCausethe'quantitative researcher is restricted within his own perspective,,he risks being
14

concerned about irrelevant variables, Glaser and Strauss (1967) describe a careful method
A A .

by which social scientists can ground their theory and research in the reality theY're studying.

They use the tension tween participant data and observer analysis to constantly refine their
...

theory. Tiaditip al research analysis framed Without this on=going awareness can ,seem forced.

to.fit the theory julding the research. Formal theory should enter only after the researcher
t . . ,

/,

has become convi nced of its relevance. Glaser and Strauss describe the advantages of their
.

.

open approach over a pre-structuied study.

- -%

The consequence (o the raditionifirtipproach) is often a forcing
. ,

of tato as well as a neglect of releVant concepts'and hypothesis
that may emerge..., Our approach, allowing substantive con-
cepts and hypotheses to emerge first, on their own, enables the
analyst to ascertain which, if any, existing formal thedry may
help him generate his substantive theories. He can then be more
Obiecti.ve and less theoretically biased. ( 967-, p. 34) /

4

No one, of course, enters a tituation as a true tabula rasa. L age is itielf p limitin

factor which provides one set oLconceptual tools and scnsen,s'out of e . Simi laxly, the

previous experiences 'of the scientist influence his_observatioan *ought. In fact, traditional
N

empirical scientific methods fought to extrapolate alpng th se lines by asking the researcher
.#

to_be most explicitndrigOrous in the farmulatianbf the pe pective underlying fhb research.

re is room Ln trle realms of research, lioever, for othe more inductive approaches 'where
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/
. .

the r le of/the,preformed hypothesis ane/ circymscribed data"gathering techniques are
./ .

reduced to a minimum.

Those who work within the anthropological tradition cultivate the skill of suspending

(the phenomenologists call it "bracketing") their preconceptions. They study prior research!'
__t

and theory as much as the traditional researcher,'but they then purposely suspend this know-/
ledge until their experience with the research setting suggests its relevance.

I

An example will perhaN illustrate this somewhOt elusive concept of meaning and ..

perspective 'which the qualitative approaches see as_ irt_soIpoLftit Let us assume, for the

sake of this illustration, that a traditional ,researcher is interested. in studying inter-student

aggression in the classroom, perhaps to determine the relation of its occurrence to/some

aspectsafteacher activities or soitC.-set of student chara cteristics. To deterniine frequency
,

of va...rious, kinds of aggression, the researcher sets u categories and trains observers tole

, sensitive, reliable tecorders of these aggressive eve The researcheri uttaneously.,- i
.

finds ways to record and methire-other /sorio,bles of
,.

,,,inures ,7
,- . . / -,

Let us assume tOt "student hits other stlident".is one of tese cote ies of aggression.
'''''''2 0

Those who have\been observer/coders in the Closet-owns are aware intuitively that filet every

.
sur

. ,,,. .
. / 4
'student hits other/student" event is commensurate. Tleobjecti've tradition and training

> /. /
le,ads a person to.lipt these reservations aside (or to make limited inferences.) arid report, . /. , / . . , .,,

the "facts".

The -participant observer is not iwilling to sacrifice all this information. about the-
..

subtle dyferences betmee,n'similar hitting event., In fact, he feels that understanding
/ , .: , ..w..

these differences is Crucial' and much ofhk raseareh is specifically aimed at gaining -,, / , e . , ..,a, .. k A . . .\ ar this-Infofmation.. Moreover, the dangerexists even in quantitative systemafic observation.
. .

C0 1
P 1

v a,
a



. .. t .....
that the failure to understand the Meanings of hitfing eVents may res4t in miscdding, under

A

or over estimation of rel-- ationships, or total-neglect ofpowerful concepts and 1-typtothAis. sr , *-
el .

related to the, researcher's interests.
9 e

,
lb

( ,

Theopariicipoint observer systematically works to be aware of fl-ve4 meanings o f events.

forexample, in relationitoIghe hitting example, would be aware of, the following
, .

- . . `, . . 4,
aric isant perspectrves rzt,kA 0e which were relevont in the situation he wo studying:

.10 '
How do ific various .partiCiponts,(lie hitter, person. being

. ,

hit; Onlookers, teoCher).,perctive, the event? '
Do they even see iras 'eggression?

, ..... .
. i,- -Do the hi.ttec and OerSon-.6eing hit concui.ori the Meoning.e....

,
is.z . - ...i. , .

4it could, for example, not be any act cf aggression: r .,. t'
..It could be an act of affectioh as in gory of exchapge. - /

a.-itsould be part ofcsu-bcultural.norms, (In'some,blacl?' ..
isubcultures, pc- adolescent and adolescent males hit
eoch other on the arm and the shoulder as playful

: Clemonstr ionerfstrength rather than os.a specific -4
oct of aggr. ion.) k 20.

6 I t could belo ottempt to get the teacher's ottentren
. or to disrupt c ss Order rather than being aimed of

itihe person bei

,

4:1 $4. -' -' Even if ;Lis-aggression, ther= are mo-nreritical differencesomang ev.Its that it is; '-
,,:-4 importarit to understond.. . # r,,

i
I\

,...-- -
.

s
The event-could be ari initiatory first octor it could

. be a .retribution for previairificts' of aggression not , -necessarily linke immediately in space, time, or
kind..' . -

..- The event could be part of a personal ielotionship
between the two students involved or it Could be ,'
pal of a larger interpersonal network of relations

. -...----- example, intergroup host! ty.
7

., k

There or critiCial aspects of human behavior_to erstarid. The orithiCipologist
I

learns of some of the'se perspectives by hearing parficipants caipress them in the flow of

events. To .karn'of others, he must ask the participants questions and become acquainted
-1P-

with "ernic"-(aotor-ielevant) catego ries which ore rarel;i'expresied. of what we are

1-3
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. ,r."1 Lcalling perspectives orirseanngs, however, may not even be conscious for'she participants

and no participant cotAri spontaneously , articulate them.. The participant -observer's day-
.* /- r' . lig .

to-day observation of the run range of activities and his status of outsidei-insider put him ,
'"1

.
) -..._

(in a unique positOn to understand _these forces on behaviour and to articulate them.
%,..-,

Thi? brief discussions has certain-I/ 1;46i' exhausted all the possible meanings of this

particular action. Any setting where human being's acCis full of behaviours which have

-their-sicnilarl54. rich sets of possible meanings. Although it is impossible for arry individual

to comprehend all of meanings in any setting, a researcher using anthrop-ols>giol techniques

can be aware of Most of them and be able to use them in understanding and 'explaining hurrion

-behaviour.

v We hove briefly explained, then, the two sets of hypotheses underlying the rationale,

for partitipant observation research. I. Human behavior is complexly influenced by the

ti

. .cpntext in whi curs. Any resiorcb_plan which takes the actors out of the:naturalistic.
4

,setting may.negate t'llitie forces a
/

nce obscure its own understanding. .`2. Human behavior-___

often has more meaning than its observable "facts". A researcher seeking to understand'.

behavior must find ways to learn the manifest,and latent meanings for the participants-as --

s14f1--cderstapdit;-gthe behavior from-the objective outside perspective.

j. Because these--ypotheses 'taken together fundornentp,lly challenge the way that much

traditional e al research-is conducted, they will undoubtedly raise many questiqns

and protests.. Such debcite cob, only be beneficial if if leads researcheisPf all persuasions

to qu tion their basic assumptions about, human behavior and ways of.understanding it.

n '

14
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II. 'ft E S E 4-R C H PROCESS
r

-

Understanding the actual nrooesses'invoryed in this kind of'research is an important

as understandingtherationole. Ethnographic reselbrch is much like quantitative research

in that it has a long tradition within which investigators hay.e been working to refine and

..
'develop effective and appropriate research methods. it -is important thatgthe non-tthno-

graphiP researcher understand the methods that have evolved out of this fradition.

Educational resedrchers Whyre unfamiliar with the anthropological research tradition, . r _
... : 7 4 .often see this kind of research as synanymouwith. 'journalistic reportiw " and "anecdotal",.- . .

or "inipre,slionistic" story' Jelling. Their expectation is tpf someonewenters a setting, looks

around for a time, talks to some people, and writes up his impressions. They specUlate that

any person in the setting could produce. the same insig y writing' up their recorreons.
,

They don't see this as real research and fear a lack of 'objectivity. This section will attempt

to bridge the serious gap between ethnographic and non-ethnographic researchers by

familiarizing those who have had little experience with this kind of.research with 'the act.ual

research procedures. involved.

. As explained in the Section describing the rationale, the underlying winciple guiding

this kind of resea rch i9 the astumption that .individuals have meaning structUres which determine

much of their behavior. The research seeks to discover these meaning structures are,

how they. develop, and how they' influence behaviour, in as comprehensive and objectiVe

ible. For the sake of analysis, the ethnographic research process "II be

divided upin les of issues: (A) Entry and establishment of researcher role; (13)

Data col le ion procedures: (C) Objectiyity; and (D) Analysis F data.
4



Establishment of Role

-13- .

' As explained in the rationale, ethnography is based on the assumption that What

people say and do k conscirou sly and unconsciously shaped by the social situation. The

ethnographer is sensitive to the way he enters a setting and carefully establishes

that fdcilitates collection, of information. He must make decisions about how involved he

will become in community activities (Gold, 1958) because he knaws his activities will

influence the ways people react, to him'. He monitors the way his entry into the community

is initiated both officially and unofficially because he knows this will influence how people

ee him. (Vidich, 1955; Geer, 1964; Kohn & Mann, 1 95 2 ) . Heuer gs not to be
lle

identified 'with any particular group in the setting. Moreover -throughout the study he

monitors the views padicipants hove of him -- for instance, by rioting carefully the differ-

ence between what people say and do with each other (either in his presence or as reported

to him) and ,what they say an
. .

o when alone with him (Becker, 1961). Most importantly,

the'participants must come to trust and value the observer enough that they are willing to

share Intimate thoughts with him andanswer his endless questions (Bruyn, 1966). The outsider

'occasionally coming in and talking to people does not have this opportunity to systematically
,

cultiv'ate and monitor a role that facilitates collection of all kinds and levels of information.

To offer a.concrete example, we will briefly consider how a participant observer might

have gone obouticultivating his role in the study of student aggresSiOn and the hitting episode

_considered previously. The -r would Ike careful about the

ion and came tobe perceived - for example, he would work rnethodkally to avoid being

indentified as the membit of any particular subgroup: Did the teachers consider him someone

the principal had sent? Did they feel he would be sympathetii toward the teacher point of

view? If there were factions of teachers, did the observer get identified with any one of them?

Simiiarly, did the student conside'r him to be a teacher-like person? Did particular groups of

16
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students see him as an ingrouper or outgrouper? The group
identity.

of the observer is

important not only because the participants might consciously without inforrnationfrOm

someone with the wrong identification (for example, students npt tolking about plans

for "getting" .certoin classmates in front of o teocher-like person), but also because the

1.6

participants might unconsciously color what they saidOnd did (for example, students not

0 talking about hitting gomes in front of a teacher-like person who they felt would consider

them silly).

In every ethnographic study we have conducted in high schools, students hove

expressed their concern about the researcher's identity. In one alternative school, an

assembly wa's held to introduce the observer and to onswer questiorrs,about the research.

One student osked from the audience, "Are you a teacher or a stu'de 9" Later events`raw*
demonstroted that this was on importont concern. The observer fried t xploin his,

.

unique stotus of be berg to no one group, TM s explanotion wos not fully accepted or

understood at thot time. During the next several weeks, the observer spent much energy

establishing this role and finally wos occepted as being in neither group as illustroted by

student willingness to discuss issues that were"toboo in front of teochers.

B. Data Collection

Also key in understonding ethnographic research is a reolizotionOf what constitutes

data and what are the customary methods of obtaining it. This kind of onthropotogical

inquiry keeks to discover the meoning,structures of the participants in Whatever forms they

.orb expressed. Here, this research is multimodal and, oll of the following ore reltvont kinds

of data:

17



. Form and content of verbal interaction between
participants

2. Form.'and content of verbal interaction with
the researcher

3. Non-verbal behaviour

4. Patterns of action and non-action

5. Traces, archival records, artifacts, documents

The essential tasks for the anthropological researcher are learning what data will

be necessary to answer his questions and getting access to that information. The previous

section illustrated how the researcher works on interpersonal access by becoming someone

with.whom participants are willing and eager to share information and reactions. Even as

these.problems are being solved, however, the ethnographer must constantly make decisions

about where to be, what kind of data to collect, and whom to talk to. 4.1nlike prestructured

-----.)
\-1researc designs, the information that is gathered and the theories'that emferg must be used

to direc subsequent datq collection.

Th researcher must learn the formal and informal psychic schedules d ge raphies

of the pa 'cipants (Bruyri, 1966). He must become aware of all th behdvioor settings in

the trnmun ty and their important characteristics,(Barker & Gump, 264). fit works to

become part .f the various communication networks that daily orient participants about

where.and wh- n significant events are likely to occur. The researcher develap-s sampling

procedures that eflect the research goals. When in these situations, the researcher makes /:

calculated decisions about what kind of data to collect and whether or not he should eng

in active field interviewing (probing rather than relying on naturalistic observation).

Also important is the choice of whom to talk to. The researcher becomes aware of various

persons' roles in the community and itthepersonal matrix troughlic they filter nfoih h ation.

18 c't
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The methodological literature (Dean, Eichorn, Dean, 1967; Dean & White,' 1958;

Argyris, 1952) is rich with discussions of the Basetfor making these decisions about who

k an appropriate respondent or informant for various purposes. Again, decisiOns about

who is talked to are mode in terms of emerging theory and previously gathered information.

Much of the information gathered by participant observation is similar to that which

itcan be gathered by other methods -- for instance, systertatic observation and structured

interviewing. The participant observer has more 'attitude in that he is not limiteO to pre-

specifie place and times. He can'interview and observe in many situations not usually

available to other researchers. He also has an advantage in'his ability to monitor the

rapport he has built with interviewees and to gain access to cbnfidential information.

In other ways, the data gathered by participant obtelvation is sign; ntly different

than that gathered by other methods.- The researcher links the infor .tion he gathers by

various methods together in a way that k nearly impossible with other approaches, and he

has access to some unique kinds of information. For instance, he compares the following:

(I) what a subject says in. response to his question; (2) what the person says to other

people; (31 what the person says in various situations; (4) what he says at various times;

(5) what he actually does; (6),various non - verbal signals about the matter (for example,

body'postures); and (7) what those who aresignificant to the peiton feel, say, and do about

the matter. Furthermore, the participant observer in interviewing knows much about the

persons or incidents referred to in tke tanswdrs to his questions. Finally, the participant

observer cultivates on. empathetic uncterstaniding with the participants that is nearly impossilbk,
1,,

with other quantitative methods. The researcher, shares the daily life with participants and

systematically works to,understand their feelings and reactions. (It is imporkint to note that

there ate also dilbdvantages in the use of participant observations - for instance, the diffi-

Oulty of obtarng a picture of the complete distribUltion of attitudes in a large community.
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A full discussion of these relative merits however, is out of place in this article and more

information is available in other places - for instance, CNS, 1974).

Ethnographic inquiry is a systematic research process just like the quantitative

approaches more familiar to educational researchers. Anthropologists do not just sit around

and talk to people as sotne-mistaken views suggest. As this brief section has dem'onstrated,

they methodically plan the forms of data they will coiLect, the settings in which they will

gather the data, the participants with whom they will interact, and the questions they will

ask. Anthropologists also try to take advantage of serendipity by being open to new informa-

tion, but they dolo 'in a calculated fashion -- for instance, seeking out places that, are

likely to present this new information:

To illustrate, /e will describe the data collection'that would be part of the study of

the hitting event discussed previously. The participant Obiver would use his flexibility

and his special acceptance by the community to discover where he would find relevant

information. He might make all the following moves:

He would be present when these events were likely to occur.
He would note verbar`qnd non-verbal bellaviciur related
the event. (For instance, the reactions of the st being
hit, the teacher, and bystander student

would discover where and when-students were likely to
discuss the event and he would be present. (For instance,
in the halls or at recess.)

He would be present where and when teachers' discussed
the event. (For instance., in the teachers' lounge.)

He would work to become the kind of person the parti-
cipanti wanted to share their reactions with. (For
instance,' he teacher volunteering her reaction to
the re archer.)

o inform emergent theory,, he would ask people
questions which would help him refine and develop
the theory.

20'



He would build yp the history of involvement that would
enable him to relate any new bit of inf. tion, to pre-
viously gathered information. (For inst. ,ce, he would
consider a teacher's comment about the [filing event in
terms of the following: the teacher's relat"foRslip to the
people beingialked p',, previous comments c*one in
this group.had macle,-Ubebt similar events, the event as

actually witnessed by the ofrerver, similar events ob-
ierved previously, siMildr situd,Olons wherejhese events
did not occur, dnd studerct thoughts about-the event.)

These and similar strategies-help the researcher to accumulate the understandin

human action that is sought by ethnography.

a

C. Objectivity

fkecause the qualitative researcher does not use familar quantitative methods of

standardizing subleiifst expression or researchers' observations, those not acquainted with

,
participant Observation fear that thedata will be polluted with the observers' subjective

. However, wel-L-executed ethnographic research'lot.-is as "objective" as other kinds or

research. ,Td explain this assertion, we must refer back to theiTualitative-phenomenological

hypothesis about human behavior discussed 'previously. Human actions have More meaning than

just the concrete facts of who, what, where, and when that an outsider can observe; the

have more meanings than even the.responses subjects could give when being introspective

(for instance, in an interview or attitude ,scale marking): The ethnographer strives to uncover

these-meanings.

, //
He uses the teoltiques av described to be in touch with a wide range of parti-

cipant experiences. He makes-sure his sarrTfp ing.,is representative (Bruyn, 1966) and that data

is interpreted in terms Of the situation where it was gathered (Becker, 1958). In order to

understand these hidden or unexpressed meanings, 'the researcher must learn tersystematically

empathize with the partici nts. He must pynthesize the various experiences of participants
46

to comprehend the subtlest s of their actions, thoughts, and feelings. Sometimes he uses his

c.
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own ctions, which he 'Cultivat ..bit undergoing the same experiences as participants,
____---

to understand the reactions of those he is steng. Use of these techniques mayilead other

s ientists to fear subjectivit

Th miition about human behavious, that these meanings exist and that understanding

them requires involvement in the participants' perspectives, calls for such techniques, as

empathy and nonstandardized observation. There are, however, important Oferences

between the subjectivity of the participants and that of the researcher who is careful never

to abandon himself -to these perspectives. The discipline of the research tradition calls for

him to. constantly monitor'and test his reactions. In addition to systematica ly taking the

perspective of the subjects, he also views actions from the perspective of the outsider. Also,

all the participants in a setting rarely share a monolithic perspective. By systematically

seeking to understand fictions from the different' perspectives of various groups of participants;

the researcher avoids getiiiig caught in any one-outlook (Vidich, 1955; Wilson, 1972). fie

is able to view behavio simultaneouslyfrom all perspectives. These tensions in point of

view -- between_yasicl d insider and between groups of insiders -- keep the careful'

researcher ibto the feared subjectivity.. ,
concrete example from the study of the hitting event will illustrate this kind of

objectivity. The -participant observekyouid understand the same act from the perspectives

of all involved:

Teacher: (For example, he would comprehend fully the
teacher's anger at these students, the fear of losing--

'control, and the determination to change their
future behaviour.)

Students Involved: (For example,_be might understand their
perceptions of the it event as a game, their
lack di. intention t the class, and their
confulion about r's reaction.)

22 I
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Bystander Students: ,t1=Wwautd h students saw
the hitting a gaine w i saw /-rt as a
challenge to the tea her, and which saw

6i-me otherway - for instance, as a
specific act of agg ssion.)

It is important to explain how this discip

operational definfittion of "objectivity" i

fined subjectivity is."Obiective". One

science is the assertiontat any Independent

SCI ng the same reality with the same techniques would gathee similar data.

claim ade about participant observation if an important quISF,Lcation

In disetiSsing the qualitative hypothesis, we have explained that "any" observer

Yuld not be expected to arrive at the4ame data because not every observer would know

the various participant perspectives. If, however, the phrase "any independent scientist

using the same techriiques" was interpreted to mean that each scientist took the pains we

have described to become acquainted with the participant meanings, then "objectivity"
1.

could be claimed. Each scientist who applied' this .disciplined research method might ;,

.

indeed be expected to gather similar date*

D. Analysis of Data

A final area that it is important to understand is how ernographers analyze their

data and develop theory. Some ethnographic research is very similar to traditional

educational research in its deductive use and development of theory. Other kinds,of

ethiTtographic research, however, are much more inductive.

* This view of objectivity /of cours represents On ideal. hropologists
are currently debatin ctive participant obseryers can be
even within the ri The danger exists that, 6s in quanti-
tative research, e same be interpreted differently. See Robert

.w

Redfierri booklepotela ay Os ar Lewis' book life in a Mexican Village:
Tepotelan Revisited{ on t ssrious interpretations of life in the same
village; Participant observation,` however, is no less intrinsically objective
than Ether sese ch methods.

.
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The anthropologist seeks to-understand the meanings of the participants-and hence

seeks to be careful not to have his interpretations prematurely over-structured by theory

or previous reseasch. Furthermore, he is perhaps more ready than other kinds of researchers
tz

. ,

to accept the possible uniqueness of the various settingsi groups, organizations, et., that
.

4.

he studies.
.

Seeking theory grounded in the reality of participants does not mean a/disregcird for

previous work.' In fact, the researcher must become thoroughly acquainted with related

research and theory so that he can use it whenever it is helpful for explaining events.

SiTilarly, 'he contributes to development of.knowledge by pointing out corroboration and

contradiction of his findings,with the findings`of other researchers. Moreover, he uses

previous research and theory to select the setting he is studying and to inform-the initial

focus of his information gathering.

,The development of grounded theory is not haphazard. Thiresear,cher constantly

tests.his emerging hypotheses against the rea-lify he is observing Unlike the usual

prestructured research 'designs, participant observation includes a constant necessity for

testing theory against real data. For more description of this constant comparative method,

the reader, is urged to consult Glaser & Strauss (1967). Becker (1961) points out Mai the

.search for negative evidence; is another way that participant observers refine and' test their

theories. Because of his awareness of the setting, the researcher knows what situations are

likely, to provide discordant information..---He enters these situations to confront this possibly

negative evidence, probes to find out why the theory cannot account for what is observed,

and gradually develops his theory. It makes sense, then, to think of participaAt observation

as a series of studies which follow each other daily and build on each other in a cybernetic

fashion.
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SUMMARY

, -----":We h e briefty describe tke ethnographic rationale and research process and we ,, /-/
believe this basic understd

0

is necessary for nanethnograPhie-res archers to be able
,

to think about these kinds of studies. , MOTe e I abqrate considerations of this methOCI I

are avg. liable in the following sources;,, Adams & Priess 1960; 13'ruyn, 1966;" Filstead;

Glaser & Strauss, 1967; McCall & Simmons, 1969; Naroll & Cohen,-4969; 'Scott,
/

Schatzman & Strauss, 1973.

The ethnographic researcher works systematically,to gather data and velop, theory.

just as other ed cational researchers do. His methodology is riaoroUs and objective, not .

- casual and mpressionistic. This articleAs meant to se/ eras an introduc on to, a viable
.

tradition hich -has remained alien to educational researchers for koo long;,

Understanding the basic facts about ethnographic researc discussed in this artic

should serve to remove an area of non-7mmunication

these traditions. When non-ethnographic researchers are Confronted with work within

researchers in each of

.',

the anthropological tradition, they often balk and want detailed description's- of basic/ <,

-, , .

research activities. This kind of request c e unfcp(r dnd unrealistic.b'' ,

4. ,,
, ,

The quantitative researcher is,not asked customarily to describe the basic detOils
\,

4of his research procedures. For instance, someone saying that he is going to use a forced-.i',
choice attitude scale methodology is not asked to spell out each time what is involved ?n

developing that kind-of scale, in administering it, in punching computer car inreading

printout, in applying a certain statisti al analysis; etc: His statement that he is going to
- -use that particular methodolog is ort hand far the faCt, that he is going ,to gh the

_ , / ,
.

-, .,

accepted techniques*, Similarly, an anthropologically oriented researCher saying that he/
.

, \ ,.i.
is going to use par icipant observation has made a shoo hand statement about commonly P

z/

a

.

s\
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, , ,. , ..--.
,

accepted techniques he is, going to use. The qualitative reseatcher has the righ-flerexpedt.-
-, 1/ . 1

i , - ,
-Vitt/other researchers wilireSpect hisHntegrity and that they will rhake themselves f4iliar

,./-- /,, A .". .7. ...,

with tasict'of his methodology'. pt, , a.,
1

' There are certainty questions that can IleAlted about the variations in the quality
n *

/
f payficipant observation studies justjas there are variations in studies using quantitative

,

methodologies. Detailed description of research abtivities hoWever, are not whdris
I c',.,-ft / 4

needed;'

z

The questions that are appropriate to ask are not.ealy answered within a journal-
)

article format A complete history of the research project would almost be rtquired"--/

an undertaking thaty4ould recess' ate as much space as the 4ussion of the substantive'' . AI., ' v7

findings. We will illustrate, wev some important consideration's 6y briefly outlining

/0 .
. , . -

the questions ethnographers 'may ask about each other's work.
- , ....,

F

The qualitative research enterprise depends on the ability of the researcher to make

hiniself,cpsen v research instrument by transcending his own perspective and becoming

acquainted with the perspectives of those he is studying. Inca fundamental way it is
I

impossible to know to what degree this was accomplished in any particular study without
a

6 1,

being in theAteld. The ansfrers to the following kinds of questions, however, give the
. . .

/ fellow scientist some-basis on which to -judge the work. Our list of questions is adopted
-, -

,
/ ..( 4 , ,

4 / --/-
from those used by Naroll, (1967) in judginross-cultural studies,

.01 . -.. The first set, 4 questioris probes the-researcher's ability to move beyond his own
/A , ,

, .

perspectives. A reviewer thus needs to know.what were the researcher's original points,

of viewt7(Unfortu-n,ately, he must rely Primarily on researcher's self reports)

What was the researcher's role ire setting?
(eg.; teacher, administrator, researcher?)

What was his training and background?
What was his previou's t .er i ce in the field?
What were 'his theoreti orietitions'about

'relevant issues?

,f
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4: What were his personal*fk4ings about the topic? -
,What, was the purpose of,th; fie kl_study?
Who,supported lbe study? - .
Why was the p.EuSar setting chosen
To what-extent did hebecorne a, pant?

\--.-...There -are _important quali-fiesasp,"

u only tents

to t se questions. Their answers provide
. _

vide! by viiich to judge the researeCtather than firm bases. For

4nstance, a resea her's p ience as an administrator or'cvi ertain theore-.

tic& orientation does not nece

that his researc

The se

4
unders nd the perspe

-those perspectives

counte

of questions pro

the participants.

coming to

How ong was the_ researcher in the setting?
'regularly was he there

Where 'd be spend most of
whom he spend m

How well did he understand the lariguageof
the participants?

time?
of his time?

How was he percefltd by various groups of
participants?

Which member; of the communiti-were
informants?

Was there systematic variance in his under-
standing of the perspectives of various groups? .

What were the differencerm'infetniation gathered -
by various methods?.

What were the evels of ctfiderice the researcher
- placed in various cond!usions?usions?

What wds-some of the negdtive evidence?

It is important to realize that a lull discussion of filese issues is impossible within

the length I Imitations of the usual 'vehiclesof commnication. Within monographs End

ISodk's ethnographers do usually disOuss these issues. in appendices. What is customarily . .-r ,
done 'n sharter formats, okkettlemer,, is a compromise. The researchei offers 'o lzrierkistory

. s

of the research involvement, a discussion of some o f the maior' issues in .conducting the



1-
1

research;a discus ion of icularly problectic conclusions, and an attempt to provide
*ft,

field data wit n the text adequcite for readers' to make inde,penct judgments.

Ethn raphy is not just anew fad; rather it is part of a long respected research-- _
tradition that for various historical reasons has remained outside inainstrearn of educa-

.

tiOYal research-, Similorly, it,is not a static tradition and researchers are constantly working

to refine the methods. For instance, investigators are examining ways in which qualitative

and quantifative approaches can supplement each other (CNS, 1974), the ways teami of

qUalitative researchers can be used to guarantee multiple perspectives, and the ways

qualitative cpproaches can be used in evaluative, research (CNS, forthcoming). Educational

research will be considerably enriched as qualitative and quantitative,researchers learn to

integrate their approaches.

2
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